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RESTORING STAINLESS STEEL IS QUICK AND EASY WITH BUFF MAGIC 
 
 

The term stainless steel is somewhat misleading. Continually exposed 

to the elements, it eventually oxidizes and may even corrode or rust—

especially if  exposed to road salt. Thankfully, restoration is quick and easy 

with Innovation Award-winning Buff Magic and a Shurhold Clean-N-Simple 

tip. 

Most refinishing methods require a series of progressively finer grit 

compounds that are laboriously applied and wiped off one at a time. A true 

one-step product, Buff Magic contains a unique jeweler's rouge that breaks 

down as it 's used. The formula starts with an aggressive abrasiveness that 

quickly removes surface oxidation and rust, yet transforms into a creamy 

paste that is gentle enough to polish easily-scratched materials like plastic 

headlight lenses. 

Using Buff Magic is simple. After taping around the stainless steel 

fitting, a small dab is applied using a damp rag. Because the concentrated 

formula contains no fil lers, a little goes a long way; too much can actually 

slow the process. 

Shurhold Buff Magic can be worked by hand or using a Dremel or 

other small electric tool with the speed set on low. If the polishing process 

is too vigorous, the material breaks down too quickly and the project may 

require another pass. 
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As Buff Magic is used, a black slurry will develop. This is the tarnish 

getting trapped in the solution. Once the original shine of the stainless 

steel is restored, a microfiber towel and Shurhold's Serious Shine Quick 

Detailer will make the hardware sparkle like new. It 's also perfect for 

quickly cleaning up any sludge that stained the surrounding surface. More 

information is at bit.ly/RestoreStainlessSteel. 

A 22 oz. jar of Shurhold Buff Magic Compound costs $29.98; a 64 oz. 

container is $66.98. Serious Shine Quick Detailer runs $17.98 for a 14 oz. 

aerosol can. 

Shurhold is dedicated to educating owners on RV value preservation.  

Inventor of the One Handle Does It All system, Shurhold manufactures 

specialty care items and accessories to clean, polish and detail.  

Contact Shurhold, 3119 SW 42nd Ave., Palm City, FL 34990.  

800-962-6241; Fax: 772-286-9620. www.shurhold.com/rv. 

 


